In designing most software applications, much effort is placed upon the functional goals, which make a software system useful. However, the failure to consider emotional goals, which make a software system pleasurable to use, can result to disappointment and system rejection even if utilitarian goals are well implemented. Although several studies have emphasized the importance of people's emotional goals in developing software, there is little advice on how to address these goals in software system development process.
INTRODUCTION
"Interaction with technology is now as much about what people feel as it is about what people do." John McCarthy [46, p. 9] . Developing and managing requirements is one of the most challenging parts of software engineering [17] . In most requirements engineering techniques, much effort is placed upon the functional and non-functional goals of a system. However, the failure to consider emotional goals of users can result disappointment and system rejection, even if functional and non-functional goals are well implemented [50, 73] . In many applications, what users would like to feel (emotional goals) are just as or even more important than what a system should system design activities is: "How can system analysts achieve a better perception regarding the capabilities required to address emotional goals in a systematic manner?"
To address this question, this paper aims to propose a method by combining the theories and techniques of software engineering, requirements engineering and decision making, and incorporate emotional goals from the beginning of the software development life-cycle. The outcome of this study is a technique entitled Emotional Goal Systematic Analysis Technique (EG-SAT), which provides an approach to facilitate the process of finding software system capabilities to address emotional goals in software design.
We evaluate our method in two parts. First, using an industry case study -a mobile learning application for the building industry sector. We recruited 16 participants and asked them to reflect their needs when using a mobile application for learning purposes. We analyzed and modelled the emotional goals of the key stakeholders using the Emotional Attachment Framework [64] . From the resulting models, we used EG-SAT to design and build a digital prototype. Via a subjective assessment of the digital prototype by 22 domain experts and end-users, compared with an alternative digital prototype also developed for the project, indicates that EG-SAT helped us find appropriate functional and non-functional goals for addressing people's emotional goals.
Second, we recruited 12 participants with software engineering background and asked them to complete a series of tasks and answer a series of questions about EG-SAT and any proposed alternative analysis techniques. We measured the time and accuracy of their responses and then asked a set of qualitative questions around their preferences between the techniques. We then asked domain experts to analyze the participants' results and evaluate their output. The results show that the EG-SAT is more time efficient, easier to use, easier to learn and can lead to more complete, correct and consistent results than the participant's chosen techniques.
The following section discusses some main concepts, complexity of people's emotional goals and prior efforts in considering people's emotional goals in design. In Section 3, we present our method for analyzing people's emotional goals and this proposed method will be evaluated in Sections 4. The last two sections of this paper are dedicated to discussion and conclusion.
LITERATURE REVIEW AND RELATED WORK
Even though the importance of people's emotional goals have been emphasized in designing software systems and previous research has highlighted the growing need to consider emotional goals [5, 14, 43, 44, 50, 51] , there is a huge gap between saying these are important and actually providing systematic techniques for incorporating them into design.
Over the past three decades, several software engineering methodologies have developed to assist system analysts to capture goals and derive system functionality that supports them with various levels of abstraction and rigor [17, 18, 33, 68] . Despite the maturity of existing software development approaches, it is widely argued that a major focus of these approaches is on functional and non-functional requirements, and overlooking key drivers of that engagement; i.e. people's values and emotions [5, 23, 31, 36, 39, 50, 60] . As a result, designing system's specification for addressing people's emotional goals remains a challenge.
In this section we briefly review the efforts in considering emotional goals in software system design and development. At the end of this section, we introduce the Function Analysis System Technique, from which we borrow several concepts.
Emotional Goals in Software Engineering Domain
From the historical perspective, people's emotions has been a part of design implicitly long before discussing its necessity explicitly [21] . Many of these methods have been applied to convert several types of emotional goals into design products, but they (i) are descriptive techniques which usually recommend general advise without a repetitive and concrete process model, (ii) have been designed for hard products and their main concern is product appearance and, (iii) are not formal enough to be used directly as an input of software engineering techniques. As a result the proposed techniques in product design domain may not provide a systematic process and method that can be used in software development purposes.
Although emotional goals is not such a well-studied topic in software engineering, there are some studies to deal with this type of requirements. In the following, we will review these approaches to see whether these methods or approaches can be used for addressing the emotional goals in software system design or not.
A number of previous studies have merely limited themselves to discuss the importance of considering soft goals -like emotional goals -and they have not gone beyond this preliminary stage. For instance, Sutcliffe [71, 72] argued the role of people's feelings and users' value as 'soft issues' that can have different effects on requirements in system development process.
Some of the past studies only outlined methods for understanding and recognizing such soft goals and did not mention how they can be used in designing a software system. As an example, Beyer and Holtzblatt [7] suggested 'Contextual Design' as a user centred approach for considering people's norms in software design. This technique is similar to ethnography which users daily work is observed to understand and capture their insights for building the system. Although this technique can be used for discovering people's emotional goals, it does not particularly suggest a way for considering these requirements in design.
Friedman [27] in 'Value Sensitive Design' (VSD) proposed a technique for capturing the users' moral values, what related to human welfare and justice such as accountability and freedom from bias, and including them into design. However, as Le Dantec et al., [40] argued, VSD only includes a known set of values and does not have a technique for eliciting the other users' values. Friedman in VSD also does not propose a tool for design a specific function for addressing a specific value in design process.
By reviewing the literature, we can conclude that the majority of the previous studies have only focused on representing the soft goals. Yu [24] by proposing the i* modelling notation tried to model soft goals [63] . In Yu's studies [24, 63] besides classic non-functional requirements such as 'reliable' or 'secure', some emotional requirements are also included soft goals, such as 'trustworthy', 'flexible', 'minimal intrusion' or 'normal lifestyle'. However, i* (i) does not provide enough explanation of how the soft goals analysis should be carried out in detail, (ii) it does not advise how the soft goals should be identified and used in design process and, (iii) it also does not separate quality goals from emotional goals which we argue is important.
Miller at al., [50] argue that emotional desires should be treated as first-class citizens in software engineering methodology. For capturing the desired feelings of stakeholders they proposed a notation of modelling emotional goals in agent-oriented modelling entitled 'People Oriented Software Engineering' (POSE). They have compared the POSE with i* and reported that participants found POSE more efficient in terms of average time for modeling emotional requirements as well as eliciting the correct emotional requirements. However, they do not propose a method to take these emotional goals to a design solution.
The last category of previous studies has been devoted to approaches that evaluate effects of software systems on users' emotions. For instance, Bianchi-Berthouze and Lisetti [8] for considering the users' emotions proposed 'Model Of User Emotions' (MOUE). In this model, by recognizing the users' emotion from their facial expressions by processing movement, the system interprets and reacts according to the users' emotions. MOUE by using motion sensor attempts to recognize and manage emotional expressions and creates a basis for translating emotional content to computational systems. As we discussed in Section 1, recognizing the users' emotion after designing a software application is not our aim as we believe people's emotional goals need to be understood before designing a software system and be considered as a part of system design.
This section has reviewed the current advice to consider emotional goals in product and software system design process. Whilst the importance of consider such requirements has been widely emphasized, the past studies, to the best of our knowledge, provide general approaches for using the emotional goals in software system design process so that there is an opportunity to be more specific in software engineering. As we saw in this section, the general advice for incorporating soft goals into system design by the existing techniques have some limitations in software engineering domain. First, they are predominately representation techniques and most of them only work at visualization level by proposing new notations. Accordingly, current techniques cannot express emotional goals as there are no formal representation available for visualizing them. Second, the current techniques are not equipped with techniques for converting soft goals into software specifications. As the previous studies show, the challenge of converting soft goals into design choices remains generally unsolved and the current techniques cannot be used for analyzing people's emotional goals and incorporating them into design parameters [9, 79] . Third, the main focus of the previous studies in considering the emotional goals is limited to developing emotion recognition methods for evaluating usability issues. As we reviewed, they don't directly focus on people's emotional goals in the early stage of system design process as they only focus on understand users' feelings and emotions about a software system and its interface and not the people's emotional goals for designing a system. Fourth, the output of these techniques also cannot be traced back and find how people's emotional goals have been addressed by the system specification or be integrated within the system. Although these approaches facilitate the process of exploring people's emotional goals, they may not suggest a process for turning these emotional goals into concrete software requirements that can be implemented.
Function Analysis System Technique
As the proposed technique in this paper was built on Function Analysis System Technique (FAST) [11] , in this section we briefly review this technique. FAST is a tool for idea generation that was initially proposed by Charles W. Bytheway as a paper to the Society of American Value Engineers (SAVE) conference in 1965 and contributed significantly to perhaps the most important phase of the Value Methodology (VM) [15] . The success of using FAST in problem formulation and function analysis makes this technique an attractive candidate for middle level creativity and problem solving [29, 35] . Figure 1 shows a simple sample FAST diagram for designing a mouse trap [1] .
The main philosophy of FAST is that constructing a diagram in doing any analysis helps more than introspection analysis because diagramming rules organize the analysis process and structures its outputs. As a result, analytic efforts go forward in a structured manner and not fragmented as in a random process. Therefore, there is less likelihood of confusion and overlooking the different aspects of the subject under analysis. All this leads to a rigour and insightful analysis [26] . In addition, the determinate logic used in the FAST analysis and its diagram can be used for measuring the correctness and completeness of the analysis. The other advantage of the FAST is its higher capability to generate novel ideas. As the FAST provides systematic analysis method, it is expected to generate more ideas in the problem-solving process with higher quality than what expected from other problemsolving techniques such as brainstorming because it both provides constraints while giving freedom within those constraints [38] . In this technique, there is no right or wrong model or result and analysts work until the real functionality of the system is identified, consensus is reached and analysts are satisfied that required requirements and functionality are expressed in the model. Using the FAST helps analysts to consider requirements as a complete unit, rather than analyzing them individually [38] . One of the advantages of FAST approach is its ability to represent function dependencies graphically. This ability facilitates stakeholders understanding and interpreting the system's functionality.
PROPOSED METHOD
System analysts need to produce the software requirements that will support emotional goals. Accordingly, any method for supporting emotional goals in software design needs to contain at least two elements: 1) a method for eliciting emotional goals; and 2) a method for analyzing emotional goals and proposing high-level solutions for addressing emotional goals. We address the first element using the Emotional Attachment Framework [64] . In this paper, we address the second element by providing an analysis method that addresses emotional goals by deriving functional and quality goals to support them. This section describes the overall structure and the components of proposed method and its process model to facilitate the process of finding software system capabilities to address emotional goals in software design.
Design Rationale
In developing the proposed method in this paper, we have the following considerations and assumptions based on our discussions in the previous sections:
• People's emotional goals are usually addressed by functional and quality goals [10, 50] . Accordingly, it is our assumption in this research that any method for analyzing emotional goals and addressing them needs to link emotional goals to functional and quality goals.
• There are several mature analysis techniques for converting functional and quality goals into system specifications as we discussed in Section 2. Accordingly, if we can find associated functional and quality goals for addressing emotional goals, existing software engineering methodologies can be used to develop these into a system. • Emotional goals are often high level and abstract [64] . As a result, any proposed method for analyzing emotional goals should be able to break emotional goals down into more concrete concepts for analyzing them, and should be traceable.
• Due to the unstructured and ambiguous nature of emotional goals [64] , the analytic approaches that usually are used for defining the requirement specifications for functional and quality goals are not sufficient on their own. Finding functional and quality goals needs creative approaches that use idea-producing processes [80] to generate a number of solutions. Once a list of potential requirement specifications is generated for addressing emotional goals, analytic processes can be used for selecting the feasible solution.
Our approach aims to provide the right level of constraints to guide the process of analyzing emotional goals without overly constraining creativity and preserves the traceability of emotional goals through to the design features that support them.
Emotional Attachment Framework
Before analysing emotional goals, we first need to elicit them. One way to achieve this is via the Emotional Attachment Framework (EAF) from our previous work [64] . Other requirements elicitation techniques may also be effective in uncovering emotional goals, however we give an overview of the EAF here to illustrate the range of emotional goals that are expected and possible to use as inputs to the analysis process.
Emotional goals can be associated with a range of emotional attachment drivers such as ideal-self, public-self, social pleasure, etc ( Figure 2 ). The hierarchical classification nature of EAF can reveal emotional goals that overlap, conflict or require consolidation in order to avoid confusion in requirement engineering process [64] . It also provides analysts with an understanding of the underlying drivers of each emotional goal; such as whether the need is social, or not. For instance, a socially driven emotional goal may be better implemented in a software [64] application with the ability to connect with other people. In short, a contextual understanding about the drivers of each emotional goal is valuable in the later consideration of software features that will support it. EAF categorizes the main drivers of forming emotional attachment under four categories including Self-expression, Affiliation, Pleasure and Memories [64] .
Elicited emotional goals provide a foundation for system design but do not necessarily provide complete insight required for the design process. In the current paper we present a method for analyzing emotional goals and converting them to something that existing software engineering techniques can use for system design purposes.
Emotional Goal Systematic Analysis Technique
In this section, we introduce our proposed method entitled Emotional Goal Systematic Analysis Technique (EG-SAT), which provides step-wise guidelines for analyzing people's emotional goals. The EG-SAT enables the requirements engineering process to deal with the complexity of emotional goals analysis by using 'How' and 'Why' questions in the form of a structured diagram. The EG-SAT aims to help find functional and quality goals that address emotional goals.
Fig. 3. EG-SAT Notations
We adopt the notation proposed by Sterling and Taveter [70] , shown in Figure 3 . The heart, cloud and parallelogram shapes represent the emotional, quality and functional goals respectively. These notations refer to the following definitions:
• Functional Goal: what people expect a software system should or should not do.
• Quality Goal: what people expect a software system should or should not be.
• Emotional Goal: what people would or would not expect to feel by using a software system. Consider a social media application like Facebook™. The goal of connecting friends is a functional goal that is quite different from the emotional goal of feeling connected. However, the functionality that connects friends supports a feeling of connectedness.
The EG-SAT promotes a hierarchical structure linking high-level emotional goals to more detailed emotional goals or functional and/or quality goals. In the EG-SAT hierarchy, any high-level emotional goal can be fulfilled by satisfying functional and/or quality goals in the next level of hierarchy. Figure 4 represent a schematic view of EG-SAT hierarchy. Each descending level in the EG-SAT hierarchy represents an increasingly-detailed description of the emotional, functional and quality goals. Functional and quality goals in the lower layers represent the high-level solutions that address emotional goals.
The attached quality goal to the functional goal in Figure 4 shows that functional goals may be supported by quality goals. The 'How' and 'Why' arrows in Figure 4 -as we will discuss in detail in Section 3.4 -show the direction of analysis of emotional goals in the EG-SAT. Each layer must contain all the goals (i.e. emotional, functional and quality) needed to ensure stakeholders achieve the next higher-level goals. This prevents extra goals that do not address emotional goals. Through the hierarchical structure of the EG-SAT, system analysts can always trace back to an emotional goal for specific functional and quality goals, meaning that the EG-SAT can be used for tracing the system capability in addressing people's emotional goals.
Process Model
In this section we outline a process model for the EG-SAT, outlined in Figure 5 . The input to the process model is a list of emotional goals, which can elicited using any technique such as EAF [64] , POSE [50] , ethnography [53] , etc.
The output of the EG-SAT is a list of functional and quality goals that support the emotional goals. These functional and quality goals will vary based on system analysts expertise and the project context. As shown in Figure 5 , the EG-SAT process includes the following steps: (1) emotional goal decomposition and analysis; (2) functional and quality goal appraisal; and (3) functional and quality goal consolidation. The first step aims to help system analysts to find sets of functional and quality goals for addressing the emotional goals. This starts by listing elicited emotional goals at the top of the EG-SAT hierarchy. The EG-SAT vertical hierarchy helps macro analysis of emotional goals until the key functional and quality goals for addressing emotional goals be identified. For this purpose, system analysts start asking the 'How' question that primes the analyst for getting down to a solution [6] . This line of questioning and thinking is read from top to bottom. Asking this question in EG-SAT helps system analysts to get down to functional and quality goals that can be used for addressing emotional goals. A 'How' question may be answered by functional goals, quality goals, or even other emotional sub-goals. It should be answered from the viewpoint of different stakeholders to capture their perspectives and create a variety of ideas.
Emotional goals that are first elicited are usually high-level objectives. It means that if system analysts want to analyze abstract/combined emotional goals, they should first refine/decompose them to have a sufficient detail for further analysis. In the case of having an abstract/combined emotional goal, the 'How' question decomposes an emotional goal into a set of alternative emotional sub-goals such that satisfaction of one or all of them leads to the satisfaction of original emotional goal. Accordingly, there are two decomposition cases; (i) AND-decomposition: when every emotional sub-goal needs to be satisfied for the original emotional goal to be satisfied; and (ii) OR-decomposition: when the satisfaction of one emotional sub-goal is sufficient for the satisfaction of the original emotional goal. Figure 6 shows sample AND and OR decompositions.
For answering the 'How' question, different creative problem-solving techniques such as Brainstorming methods [28] , the Systematic Inventive Technique [32] , or the Theory of Inventive Problem Solving (TRIZ) [2] can be used. In this step, it is important to avoid judgmental thinking as it constrains the initial creative process. What is important in asking the 'How' question is that possible answers should identify what is to be designed and not how it is to be implemented. In other words, the 'How' question determines how to fulfill the emotional goals with functional and quality goals, but not necessarily how these functional and quality goals should be exactly implemented in software engineering process.
Asking the 'How' question for each emotional goal should be continued until at least one functional or quality goal is achieved and system analysts are satisfied that a relevant functional or quality goal is identified. In other words, the termination condition of asking the 'How' question is when there is no (sub-)emotional goals at the bottom of the EG-SAT hierarchy. This is because emotional goals are properties of people, not software, so cannot be implemented.
As an example, the possible answer for 'How can sense of completion be addressed in a learning application?' would be a functional goals like "Documenting Learning Achievement", "Credential Acknowledgement" and, "Giving Feedback". These functional goals can be implemented in different ways and through different software specifications and would require significant further analysis. Asking the 'How' question helps system analysts to avoid thinking just about a technical feature and miss the opportunity to engage in divergent thinking about other alternatives that can be used for addressing emotional goals. Figure 7a shows the EG-SAT hierarchy for a sample emotional goal. The second step aims to help system analysts to evaluate the achieved functional and quality goals and make sure that they are relevant and address the emotional goals. In the first step, answering the 'How' questions, analysts should avoid judgmental thinking. In the second step, we answer 'Why' questions. This line of questioning is bottom-up, and should switch from creative to critical thinking. 'Why' questions are interrogative questions whose primary goal is to help system analysts understand which functional and/or quality goals do not address the related emotional goal and should be eliminated or improved. This is an iterative process and can be repeated several times until the systems analyst is satisfied about the correctness of all of the achieved functional and quality goals. As an example, we use the EG-SAT hierarchy discussed in the previous step (Figure 7a ). The possible answer to Why is "credential acknowledgement" necessary? is "because this functionality can help learners to see that they have completed learning tasks to a particular point".
The 'Why' question can also be used for tracing functionality back to emotional goals. In other words, the 'Why' question can be used as a reverse engineering technique to determine which users' emotional goals can be addressed by existing system's specifications.
Functional and Quality Goals Consolidation.

Task
Input Technique Output Terminating Condition
Consolidation Evaluated Functional Combination List of Unique Functional No Repetitive Goals and Quality Goals and Quality Goals
The third step produces a list of non-repetitive functional and quality goals by asking whether there is any overlap between the proposed functional and quality goals.
Consolidation is defined as an operation that combines two or more similar functional or quality goals. This occurs when two or more goals represent the same main concept. For this purpose, once the previous steps are complete, system analysts begin to group and consolidate similar functional and quality goals. As an example, "Documenting Learning Achievement" and "Acknowledging the Results" are two functional goals that have been achieved and evaluated in goal decomposition (Section 3.4.1) and goal appraisal (Section 3.4.2) respectively. However, both of these functional goals refer to the same concept, "Making Learning Progress Visible". Accordingly, we can merge these two functional goals and replace them with a non-repetitive goal in the EG-SAT hierarchy (Figure 7b ). Combined functional goals inherit their associated quality goals to the new functional goal resulting from the consolidation process.
Summary. In EG-SAT, each emotional goal will be analyzed until it reaches to a specific functional and/or quality goal. The main focus of the proposed method is supporting the ideation process for addressing emotional goals. This method in this research is incremental and iterative so system analysts may switch between tasks as new ideas emerge. The lower level in EG-SAT shows functional and quality goals that the system analysts have more control over and can be used by system analysts for further analysis via existing software engineering methodologies.
EVALUATION
Any methods in information systems and software engineering are developed to improve task performance in two ways: (i) improving the quality of the result; and (ii) reducing effort required to complete the task [52, 58, 69, 77] . Accordingly, the aims of our evaluation in this research are as below:
• Measuring the proposed method's effectiveness: to what extent can the proposed method help system analysts to understand the capabilities required to address emotional goals? • Measuring the proposed method's efficiency: to what extent does the proposed method reduce the effort required to understand the capabilities required to address emotional goals?
For measuring the effectiveness of the proposed method, completeness, correctness and consistency (3Cs) were chosen based on popular evaluation approaches in software engineering literature [41, 55, 59, 81] . In this paper, we define these quality measures as below in the context of our proposed method:
• Completeness: the proposed method leads to a complete analysis, if all the required functional and quality goals for addressing people's emotional goals have been specified.
• Correctness: the proposed method leads to a correct analysis, if it represents the accurate and correct functional and quality goals for addressing people's emotional goals.
• Consistency: According to the definition of consistency [74] , the proposed method leads to consistent results if (i) the achieved results are consistent within itself (internal consistency) and, (ii) the same result can be repeatedly derived (external consistency) [42] . Creative problem solving approaches such as EG-SAT are subjective, with different factors like context, experience and ideation technique used affecting the results. However, we believe that the high-level insights generated by the proposed method should be consistent and that different people will be able to consistently derive high-quality functional and quality goals that achieve the emotional goals. Thus, it is our hypothesis that if different people apply EG-SAT on the same data set, their main goals will be the same in concept.
In this research by reviewing the literature [20, 25, 47, 49, 52] , the following metrics were used for measuring the method's efficiency:
• Time: this metric measures the time taken to complete the task by using a method.
• Perceived Ease of Learning: this metric measures to what extent a method would be easy to learn.
• Perceived Ease of Use: this metric measures to what extent a method would be easy to use.
• Perceived Usefulness: this metric measures to what extent a method would be effective in achieving its intended objectives.
• Intention to Use: this metric measures to what extent a person intends to use a particular method.
To address the evaluation aims and measuring the effectiveness and efficiency criteria, we undertook two main activities: (i) a case study analysis; and (ii) a semi-controlled experiment.
We recruited 7 independent domain experts in our application domain. The case study is described in detail in Section 4.1. Five of the domain experts were exceedingly well versed in the domain of building sector and education in Australia and were heavily involved in sustainable urban design and energy efficiency. The other two domain experts were also part of the Cooperative Research Centre for Low-Carbon Living (CRCLCL) project and had large experience in designing and developing software applications. In each evaluation study domain experts worked independently, except for times when they required clarifications for doing the tasks.
We also invited 17 trainees and apprentices in the building and construction industry to participate in an evaluation. All of the participants were senior apprentices and trainees that, at the time of the study, had combined paid work and structured training between 36 to 48 months. 9 out of 17 trainees and participants had also three to five years of experience in industry/trade. For doing the semi-controlled experiment, 12 participants were recruited from a range of experience and expertise in software engineering domain and administered surveys 
Perceived Usefulness Intention to Use to each. All the participants had a master's degree or higher in software engineering with three to five years working experience. Seven participants had specific training or experience in requirements engineering. Table 1 shows a summary of evaluation techniques used in this study.
In the following sections, we discuss the case study and semi-controlled experiment. For each activity, an overview of results will be discussed. The last part of this section is dedicated to reviewing some of the lessons that we learned.
Case Study Analysis
The case study is based on a real-world project, collaborating with industry partners, in order to develop an application to support carbon reduction and sustainable living. The target users of the application were those in the construction industry, with a key objective of the application being to increase motivation, enable collaboration and stimulate action in implementing low carbon living products and services. According to "A Vision for Australia's Property and Construction Industry" [34] , sustainable built environments and reducing greenhouse gas emissions is one of the top goals in the building sector in Australia over the next 20 years.
One of the authors of this paper applied EG-SAT in collaboration with development efforts within this project. The outcome was a mobile learning prototype application called Building Quality Passport [78] . As part of this project, it was decided that the team should design and develop a mobile learning application entitled the Building Quality Passport application to equip and motivate tradespeople and professionals in the building sector to engage with education on low-carbon building technologies and services. According to the anonymity, diversity and variety of Building Quality Passport's potential users, it is a people-oriented system. 4.1.1 Method. After eliciting emotional goals using the Emotional Attachment Framework [64] , the first author led the application of EG-SAT to analyze the emotional goals of trainees and apprentices in the building sector in Australia for designing the digital prototype of the Building Quality Passport that fulfilled the elicited emotional goals. Simultaneously, an application design and development company was contracted to undertake a design using the same elicited emotional goals, and applying their method of choice. Their choices were independent of the authors.
Emotional Goals. The first step was to find the list of emotional goals for the application to serve as input to the EG-SAT. For this, we applied the Emotional Attachment Framework [64] . To gather sufficient data for the Emotional Attachment Framework, three different questionnaires were used with 16 participants including 11 building and trades trainees and apprentices, two employers and workplace mentors and, three training In each questionnaire, a series of general questions were asked, based on the following themes: 1) what should a mobile learning application do for you?; 2) how should it be?; and 3) how do you want to feel when using a mobile application for learning purposes? These questions were not asked directly as stated above, but were based on these themes. For those participants with experience in using mobile learning applications, also some questions were asked regarding problems they experienced using mobile learning applications. The data was analyzed using the Emotional Attachment Framework approach [64] to extract and model the key emotional goals and concerns by different stakeholders. As a result, 56 emotional goals were elicited and presented to the research group 2 . Based on the similarity between the achieved emotional goals, the research group consolidated similar emotional goals to achieve a list of emotional goals. In this study the 56 initial emotional goals were grouped into 24 emotional goals 3 . Table 2 represents a summary of results in the Building Quality Passport case study.
The fourth column in Table 2 represents the frequency of each emotional goal; for example, four different emotional goals in the data had the same emotional concept of 'learning at my own pace'. This indicates a higher importance and priority. By analyzing the on-line survey data we categorized the achieved emotional goals under the four main emotional drivers 4 .
EG-SAT Application. We analyzed the set of emotional goals using our EG-SAT process model ( Figure 5 ). The authors then conducted internal brain storming sessions to find some detailed design solutions (software features) for each functional and quality goal. Then the first author used these to design a digital prototype for the Building Quality Passport 5 .
Baseline. To form a baseline for our method, the project funded the development of a second digital prototype. An application design and development company with several years of experience in this field and who has developed variety of successful projects was contracted to build this prototype to develop a digital prototype. As input to their process, they were given all previous findings, including data, the list of elicited emotional goals, and access to domain experts. A designer from this company gathered some additional data using its own data-gathering techniques and used their user experience methods for analyzing the emotional goals provided by the authors. Finally, they produced a digital prototype of their design. The authors of the present paper were not involved in this process except to provide the list of emotional goals and data.
Feature merging. Given that the scope of the EG-SAT ends with functional and quality goals, rather than design features, we merged common features (e.g., log-in and some basic features such as photo uploading and tagging) between both the baseline and the EG-SAT prototype. This enabled us to control for the variable of feature design, to ensure that participant ratings were about the features selected rather than how they were represented. We call the professionally-developed prototype 'Baseline' and ours the 'EG-SAT Version'. Figure 8 and Figure 9 represent some sample screens of baseline and EG-SAT version respectively. 
Effectiveness Analysis.
We presented both prototypes to five of the domain experts (including three CRCLCL members and two training facilitator and trade teachers) and 17 trainees and apprentices over three focus groups, and gathered both qualitative feedback and quantitative ratings of the two prototypes. The following steps where conducted in the process of measuring the proposed method's effectiveness based on the case study:
• The list of elicited emotional goals used for developing the both versions of the digital prototypes (baseline and EG-SAT version) and the list of functional and quality goals (EG-SAT analysis output) used for developing the EG-SAT version were presented to the domain experts and trainees and apprentices separately and then they were asked to review them.
• Two versions of the digital prototypes (baseline and EG-SAT version) were presented to the participants.
Note that these two versions were presented to the domain experts and trainees and apprentices as two potential designs and both versions were products of the same joint project. The baseline version was presented by a non-author and the EG-SAT version by the first author of this paper, thus eliminating any potential subject bias.
• The domain experts and trainees and apprentices were asked to complete two tasks: (i) compare the baseline version and EG-SAT version regarding their functionality and determine which version better addresses the elicited emotional goals; (ii) answer three open-ended questions: (a) identify any additional functional or quality goals are needed for addressing the emotional goals; (b) identify any incorrect functional or quality goals are; and (c) identify any inconsistency within functional or quality goals. They were also asked to reflect their attitudes towards the designed digital prototypes, elicited emotional goals and associated functional and quality goals with other group members. For this purpose, the domain experts and trainees and apprentices were asked to answer a questionnaire 6 . One of the authors of the present paper took notes and recorded the vital points raised by the participates during the evaluation process.
To avoid any bias, both of the digital prototypes were developed by using the InVision ®7 platform to minimize the effects of interface and graphical design on the participants' judgment.
Results.
As we discussed at the start of Section 4, we investigated three evaluation criteria for measuring the effectiveness of the proposed method; completeness, correctness and consistency. In the following, a summary of results for effectiveness analysis will be discussed. Figure 10a and Figure 10b show the mean and standard deviation of the responses by domain experts and endusers respectively as to which prototype best addresses the emotional goals. The IDs on each side of distributions refer to each emotional goal as was explained in Table 2 . The dark bullet shows the average of the participants' responses , therefore being closer to the left means the baseline is preferred, averaged over all participants in each study, and on the right, EG-SAT is preferred.
From these figures, we can see a strong preference over most emotional goals from both participant groups, which shows that the participants rated that the EG-SAT version better addresses the emotional goals than the baseline. They also show that the average answers of the trainees and apprentices (end users) is higher than the domain experts. Understanding the main reason of this difference is not so complicated if we consider that the domain experts' main concern is learning while the trainees and apprentices are more interested in career outcomes. Completeness. From our results, we conclude that EG-SAT, compared with the method used to derive the baseline, was more comprehensive for analyzing the emotional goals in terms of level of abstraction of emotional goals as well as the required solutions for addressing the emotional goals. The proposed method has a higher degree of completeness, both at the analytical level and at the level of presentation compared with the method used to derive the baseline. Analyzing the domain experts responses to the qualitative questions shows that the domain experts acknowledge the completeness and correctness of the EG-SAT version. For instance, domain experts acknowledged that considering the emotional goals in designing the application can engage users more. One domain expert stated:
" "Somehow feel more comfortable and motivated. It stimulates me to explore it. " Although in the trainees and apprentices comments there are some suggestions regarding the interface, none identified incorrect or incomplete requirements. It is an acknowledgment of completeness and correctness of the specified functional and quality goals in EG-SAT version for addressing the emotional goals.
Consistency.
For measuring to what extent the achieved results are consistent within itself (internal consistency), we asked the domain experts and trainees and apprentices to determine whether any inconsistency exists (i) within the proposed quality goals; and (ii) within the proposed functional goals. No participant noted inconsistencies in the goals or prototype.
Semi-controlled Experiment
The goals of this semi-controlled experiment are two-fold. First, we evaluate whether our proposed method leads to complete, correct and consistent results when it is used by people independent of the authors (effectiveness). Second, we evaluate whether our proposed method leads to performance improvement in finding functional and quality goals (efficiency).
Method.
To conduct the semi-controlled experiment, 12 participants were recruited with a variety of experience and expertise in software engineering. Based on their responses in a screening survey, all of the participants had a master's degree or higher in the field of software engineering with three to five years working experience. Seven participants had specific training in requirements engineering. The participants were asked applied both (i)EG-SAT and (ii) an alternative method of their choice to extract functional and quality goals from a subset of the emotional goals of the Building Passport Quality case study, and measured the effectiveness and efficiency criteria (Table 1) .
The experiment used a within subject design, comparing two activities. In each activity, each participant was presented with the same sample of 12 emotional goals of the Building Passport Quality case study. To mitigate the potential bias, the sample emotional goals in each activity were selected randomly. In the first activity, participants were given the option to select any creative problem-solving techniques that they were familiar with to derive functional and quality goals from the 12 emotional goals. In the second activity, the EG-SAT technique was introduced to the participant, who was then asked to apply EG-SAT to derive functional and quality goals. To avoid an order effect, we counterbalanced by asking half of the participants to use EG-SAT in the first activity and half to use their method of choice in the second activity; and then switched. Participants in worked independently, and requested to only ask questions to clarify process.
Efficiency and Effectiveness Analysis.
For measuring the efficiency and effectiveness criteria (Table 1) , we gathered both qualitative feedback and quantitative ratings. As such, the following measures were taken:
• How long each participant used to complete his or her analysis in each round. There were no time limits on tasks and the average time spent by the participants was calculated in minutes.
• Ease of learning, perceived ease of use and perceived usefulness. We administered a post-activity survey and asked participants in each group some open-ended qualitative questions about the used methods such as: (i) how comfortable they felt learning the method (easy to learn); (ii) how comfortable they would feel using the method for analyzing emotional goals (easy to use); (iii) to what extent they found the used method useful (usefulness); and (iv) which method is their preference if they had to analyze people's emotional goals in the future? (intention to use) 8 . In the designed questionnaire some general questions were also asked about participants general feeling about the methods.
As it is difficult to objectively measure the participants' functional and quality goals, we went back to the domain experts to assess the participants' output. We supplied four domain experts (including two CRCLCL members and two others with software engineering background) with the sample emotional goals used by the participants in semi-controlled experiment and two lists of functional and quality goals by each participant, corresponding to the two rounds. Domain experts did not know which methods were used for each list. The domain experts were asked to do the following tasks:
• Task 1: Review the lists and identify any inconsistency within the functional and quality goals suggested by the same participant in the two rounds. The output of this task was two lists of functional and quality goals which were deemed consistent from the domain experts point of view.
• Task 2: Review the lists and identify functional and quality goals that were deemed relevant for addressing the sample emotional goals. The output of this task was two lists of functional and quality goals which the domain experts endorsed their correctness.
• Task 3: Define unique functional and quality goals from what they had endorsed their correctness. For this purpose, the domain experts were asked to review the first list of the correct functional and quality goals and identify any functional and quality goals that they cannot map to any correct functional and quality goals suggested by the same participant in the second list of the correct functional and quality goals, and vice versa. Figure 11 summarize the results for two experimental groups and evaluation metrics respectively. This shows the baseline methods uses and the average number of relevant proposed functional and quality goals by the participants, as determined by the domain experts.
As Table 3 shows, over the 12 participants, eight used brainstorming, and four others used techniques used Synectics, POSE, SCAMPER and Attribute Listing respectively. Figure 11 shows the mean and standard deviation of the responses for the questions associated with qualitative metrics. From Figure 11 we can see several expected results. First, participants have a stronger preference for using EG-SAT, largely because it has hierarchical layout, well-structured and easy to follow process model which lead to a more natural way to analyze emotional goals. Second, participants found the EG-SAT is easier to learn and use.
For measuring to what extent the difference between the number of achieved functional and quality goals by using the baseline methods and EG-SAT and spent time are important, we conducted Wilcoxon signed-rank test [65] . Our null hypothesis is that there is no statistically significant difference between the number of functional and quality goals achieved and time spent by baseline methods and EG-SAT. We conducted the Wilcoxon signedrank test for at the 95% level. Accordingly, the null hypothesis will be rejected if the p-value be equal or less than 0.05. Table 3 shows the p-values for number of functional and quality goals and time spent are 0.00222(< 0.05), so are significant at this level. These results support our hypothesis that the EG-SAT can help produce higher quality functional and quality goals, and with less time/effort, compared to some other techniques.
The participants' responses to the quantitative questions provide further evidence of the EG-SAT efficiency. Participants' responses support this argument that the EG-SAT is more useful method than other used techniques for analyzing the emotional goals in system analysis process. As Figure 11 shows, all participants believe that the EG-SAT is easy to learn and use for analyzing people's emotional goals. For example, the following quotes are from three participants: " It's simplicity makes it both easy to learn and easy to apply. " "The method B [EG-SAT] is easy for me to use, it directs my thinking in a systematic manner, it is good recommended technique to analyze requirements prior to starting system development. "
"it provides the relation between the emotional goals and associated functional and quality goals explicitly. It makes design justification and validation more straightforward. "
However, one of the participants expressed preference for another technique. This participant commented that he/she preferred Brainstorming because he/she believes: "It is more convenient for me. I used it several times before. I feel more confident with it, so I will go for it." . . . "I think B [EG-SAT] is more structured so probably more useful for majority of people. It is also very useful for people how are not good at analysis as provides something to work with. "
Effectiveness Results.
The results of domain experts analysis show that our proposed method helped participants. Table 4 shows the results of the domain experts' analysis.
Completeness and Correctness. As Table 4 shows, from the domain experts point of view, participants found more unique and relevant ways to address the emotional goals using the EG-SAT compared with other techniques. Although we acknowledge that achieving more unique and relevant functional and quality goals is not a benchmark for measuring the proposed method completeness and correctness, the uniqueness and relevance of achieved functional and quality goals support the claim that the EG-SAT has succeeded to provide the middle level creativity for analyzing people's emotional goals and higher capability to generate novel correct and complete ideas for addressing the emotional goals.
We conducted Wilcoxon signed-rank test at a 95% level for these results, with the null hypothesis that there are no statistically significant differences between the number of unique and relevant functional/quality goals by using the EG-SAT and the other baseline techniques. Table 4 shows the results for, with p-values 0.00328 and 0.00222 respectively, therefore we reject the null hypotheses.
Internal Consistency: Although all the participants used the same data set and the main findings in the semicontrolled experiment were adapted from well-defined method (i.e. EG-SAT), there is a potential for inconsistency within the functional and quality goals suggested by each participant (internal consistency) and between the functional and quality goals suggested by the participants (external consistency).
As Table 4 shows that on average, participants' goals were more consistent when using EG-SAT than their baseline technique. The results show that the average number of inconsistent functional and quality goals was more than double in the baseline methods. We again a Wilcoxon signed-rank test for a 95% level, with the null hypothesis that there is no statistically significant difference between the number of inconsistent goals by using the EG-SAT and the other baseline techniques. Table 4 shows the p-value for functional and quality goals are 0.00338 and 0.00758 respectively, therefore, we reject the null hypothesis.
External Consistency. For measuring external consistency (consistency between participants), we used Cohen's Kappa values for measuring the inter-rater reliability to understand to what extent the proposed method lead to consistent results. Cohen's Kappa statistical measurements range from −1.0 to 1.0; larger numbers represent better reliability and smaller numbers near zero suggest agreement has happened by chance [62] . As we discussed earlier, for such a creative problem solving approach as EG-SAT, the output is subjective and different factors like context, experience and the ideation technique used can affect the results. However, it is our hypothesis that if different people use the EG-SAT for the same data set, regardless of the term used to describe the functional and quality goals, the main idea will be the same. Quality Goals
Limitations
In the current paper, we considered only one case study and two different design projects. This is the trade-off of grounding this evaluation in a real industrial case study. Accordingly, generalizing the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed method is limited and further case studies and evaluations with larger numbers would be a logical next step for this research. The case study is subject to bias, in that the participants in the semi-controlled experiment knew that the initial baseline results are used for comparison, which may have distorted their answers and lead to inaccuracies in our results. Additional studies would improve the validity of the proposed method for analyzing emotional goals.
DISCUSSION AND LESSONS LEARNED
In this paper, the research question, "How can system analysts achieve a better perception regarding the capabilities required to address emotional goals in a systematic manner?" was addressed. To this effect, we designed and developed a new technique to facilitate the process of finding high-level software system capabilities in software design from emotional goals. Although emotional needs have received some attention in software engineering domain, to the best of our knowledge, the proposed method in the current paper is the first method that can help system analysts to systematically analyze people's emotional goals for system design purposes. The proposed method in this study was evaluated both via a semi-controlled experiment, and in designing a digital prototype of a mobile learning application. The results of case study analysis show that the EG-SAT can lead to improved outcomes of the designed digital prototype. The results of semi-controlled experiment also show that the EG-SAT is more useful method than other used techniques for analyzing the emotional goals in system analysis process as all the participants believe that the EG-SAT is easy to learn and use for analyzing peopleâĂŹs emotional goals. In terms of effectiveness metrics, the results show that participants found more unique, relevant and consistent ways to address the emotional goals using the EG-SAT compared with other techniques. The results of the case study analysis and the semi-controlled experiment support the argument in this study that the EG-SAT can help system analysts to achieve a better perception regarding the capabilities required to address emotional goals.
As we experienced in this study, asking the How question helped us to draw out the functional and quality goals while preventing us from thinking just about a technical solution. Using the EG-SAT questioning structure in analyzing and validating the emotional goals enabled greater focus, more freedom for creatively and intense exchange between the project team members. Asking the Why question helped the research team to validate the results in a systematic manner and find the overlap between the suggested functional and quality goals. Further, questioning Why helped us to avoid assumptions and logic traps and instead, trace the chain of causality in direct way from the proposed functional and quality goals to an emotional goal. However, we acknowledge the outcomes of questioning depends upon the knowledge and experience of the people involved.
As expected, the diagramming structure in the EG-SAT reduced confusion in analyzing the emotional goals. The EG-SAT hierarchy was effective at decomposing emotional goals. Based on our experience, the visualization of emotional, functional and quality goals in one diagram made research team conversions more advantageous compared to ordinary tables or text that we used in other projects 9 . The EG-SAT hierarchy also helped us to represent which functional and quality goals must be fulfilled in the final application in order to an emotional goal to be fulfilled.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Over the past decade, we have seen a paradigm shift from designing software systems for satisfying functional goals towards the applications that are trying to enhance people's quality of life. Due to this, software engineers need to engage with emotional relationships between software systems and people. Although software engineering studies has highlighted the significant of emotional goals in software design, there has been little research to suggest a systematic and repetitive technique for this purpose. In this paper, we introduced a novel method for analyzing people's emotional goals and converting them to some functional and quality goals.
This study is significant from several aspects. First, it addresses the challenge and complexity of considering emotional goals in software system design process through investigating the emotional goals characteristics. Second, it proposes a novel method for analyzing people's emotional goals systematically in cooperation with functional and quality goals that allows in-depth analysis of emotional goals to build a software system, and provides a visual annotation for representing the analysis, which facilitates communication as well as documentation. Fourth, it provides traceability of emotional goals in system design through connecting the emotional goals to functional and quality goals. Finally, it bridges the gap between emotional goals elicitation and software system design process.
In our future work, we will apply EG-SAT in other collaborative projects. Our current study focused on evaluating the EG-SAT in analyzing people's emotional goals. However, as we discussed in this paper the EG-SAT can be used in reverse for analyzing the system maturity level in addressing people's emotional goals. As a part of our future study, we would like to understand this better. We encourage other researchers to use the proposed method in longer-term projects for the purpose of designing software systems.
